
OUR STORY



Welcome to INHOUS.

We started the business with a clear objective. To improve 
the level of service that people receive when selling or 
buying prime properties in London and Dublin. We 
wanted to introduce a genuinely different way of doing 
things, to give our clients a better experience and elevate 
their expectations.

The way we do business is more transparent and we work 
hard to forge relationships with our clients that are built on 
trust. We are always on their side meaning that the advice 
and support we offer has a clear objective of obtaining the 
best possible result each time.

We work with high-net-worth time poor individuals 
who expect a certain quality of service. With a deep 
understanding of the links between our clients’ personal 
and professional lives, INHOUS offer expertise across 
a range of property solutions. It is this attention to detail 
and quality of service that sets us apart.

Whether selling, buying or letting, our dedicated property 
consultants will offer objective advice and solutions. We 
work hard to ensure you are always better informed and 
better prepared to navigate the property market.

David Johnson
Managing Director
INHOUS



Tailored property solutions 
with exceptional results.



“At every point 
in the process, 
I felt in control.”

Mrs J. Winkelmann

INHOUS is an independent residential 
property consultancy helping 
high-net-worth individuals from across the 
globe buy, sell and let exceptional property. 
With an intrinsic understanding of the 
world you move in, INHOUS offer 
expertise across a range of property 
solutions. We exist to provide you with a 
better experience in the property market.  

Our business was established to change the way people 
think about how properties are bought and sold. We offer 
an alternative to the traditional Estate Agency model. 
However, just being different isn’t good enough for us. 
Always being better is our aim. We provide our clients with 
a better quality of service, advice and solutions to achieve 
better results. 

Our relentless attention to all the small details can often 
make the biggest difference. Our clients benefit from our 
experience and expertise in the local property markets and 
our unbiased support and advice.

Our business is built on enduring relationships. Our 
uncompromising commitment to quality means that our 
clients are better informed and more in control at every 
stage of the process. INHOUS will be your trusted advisor 
and deliver a tailored solution which will navigate you 
through the property market.

Who we are Our services

Sales
When you sell your property 
with INHOUS, we leverage our 
exclusive network of buyers and 
agents to market your property 
to the most suitable buyers. With 
exceptional properties, the sales 
process needs a more tailored 
solution. We take care of the 
entire process and ensure you 
receive the right advice to achieve 
the best possible outcome.

Search
When conducting a property 
search for a client, we utilise our 
connections and exclusive network 
to source exceptional properties, 
some that might not be available 
on the open market. We will use 
our market knowledge and 
expertise to guide you through
the process and help you secure 
the perfect property.

Relocation
We provide a turnkey relocation 
service for executives and private 
individuals moving to London and 
Dublin. We have designed specific 
relocation programmes to make 
your move a success. INHOUS 
will be on hand throughout the 
process, whenever you or your 
family need advice, assistance
and support.

Lettings
We work with Landlords of 
outstanding properties to help 
source the most suitable tenants. 
We provide objective advice and 
solutions. We’ll deal with the 
agents and marketing of the 
property, oversee viewings, offers 
and marketing of the property
to ensure you achieve the right 
rental income and your asset 
is protected.



“When I was asked to
be an Executor of a will,

I had no idea what it
would entail. The role 

brings a lot of stress
with it. INHOUS were 

recommended to me
and I can honestly say

I could not have managed 
without them. I simply 
handed over the keys to 
them and they looked
after everything else

for me.”

Mrs F. McNeill



At INHOUS, we work with companies who have a need for a trusted partner to deliver expert 
property advice and tailored solutions to their clients. Our corporate clients include Solicitors 
dealing with issues of probate, divorce and executor disputes, Banks, Wealth Managers,
Accountants, Financial Advisors and Family Offices.

Our corporate partners value our in-depth understanding of their client’s needs and the world in  
which they live. In referring a client to INHOUS you can be sure that they will receive exceptional 
levels of service. We will provide specialist advice and solutions at each stage of their property journey.

Corporate clients 
Trusted Connections

INHOUS has a history of working with some of the most talented names in Sport, Media and 
Entertainment. We understand the pressures people face in public life and we work hard to protect 
their best interest. Complete discretion and anonymity are paramount to the service we offer.

We regularly work with high profile Actors, Musicians, Sports professionals and Media personalities. 
We act on your behalf, to shield you from external scrutiny and protect your privacy.

Sports &Entertainment clients
Discretion and Anonymity

Our private clients include high-net-worth and ultra-high-net-worth individuals. We work with 
International clients who are time poor and need the best support and advice, whatever their 
property needs. They value our integrity, expertise and unbiased advice. We ensure that all our clients 
receive the best advice and support, whatever their property needs. Our in-depth knowledge of the 
London and Dublin markets ensure our clients are always better prepared and better informed.

INHOUS will provide you with a dedicated Property Consultant. We will be your trusted advisor 
and deliver a tailored solution which will navigate you through the property market. 

Private clients 
Exceptional Service  



It’s our mission to
transform how people
buy and sell property.
Offer expertise across

a range of property
solutions and revolutionise 

the service you receive.



Our network

Whether you are selling, 
buying or letting a 
property, you need 
exposure to as broad a 
network as possible. This 
is particularly true when 
it comes to transactions 
that involve exceptional, 
high-end properties. 

INHOUS can introduce you to 
the right network and connections 
to achieve the outcome you’re 
looking for in a timely and 
efficient manner.

We have a global network of 
buyers, investors, agents and 
industry professionals that ensures 
our clients gain access to greater 
opportunity in the property 
market. If you’re selling a property, 
we’ll introduce you to more 

potential buyers. If you’re 
searching for a property, we’ll
be able to show you more of the 
options available to you. We work 
tirelessly on your behalf to provide 
you with the results you’re
looking for.

With private and corporate 
connections around the world, 
we attract the sort of inward 
investment to London and Dublin 
that could really benefit you in 
the sale of your property.

When it comes to searching 
for property, our local market 
connections and expertise 
mean that we can open up all 
the options available to you.

Our network provides better 
connections for better outcomes.

“You guided us 
through the whole 
process, you lifted 
any stress and anxiety 
we had. We are 
promoting you and 
your company any 
chance we get.”

Mr and Mrs Sinclair



“I could not be more
pleased with the staff and

level of service provided by 
INHOUS! From the very 
start through to the end of

the entire process of
relocating from the US to 

Ireland, the professionalism, 
attention to detail, and 

willingness to go above and 
beyond were evident. The

firm and individuals are truly
best in class…”

Mr A. Sage



Expectations exceeded, 
Property perfected.

info@inhous.com
www.inhous.com
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